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Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat

Hello fellow LTC members and theatre lovers.

Rehearsals are going very well with the cast working
hard and rehearsing three times each week. Joseph
promises to be bright and exciting with fast-paced,
energetic and fun dance scenes and a moving
storyline. With around 30 children in the cast, the
Production team members need medals for their
organising skills and patience (although it's not always
the children who are chatting!). With the introduction of
voice-saving whistles, the team have their huge cast
well under control and on a steep learning curve to
meet the show's tight rehearsal schedule, whilst
ensuring that everyone enjoys the process.
The Committee is busy as always, with the company's
show launch happening THIS FRIDAY at 7.30 pm at
the Morwell Club. So, "gussy up" and join us for a fun
night. As you already know, our 2007 show is The
Wizard of Oz. It promises to be exciting, but first .....

Into the Woods
The Into The Woods Production
team met with the Committee on
Monday, 11th September for a
post-show de-brief and discussion. Into The Woods
was a fantastic show and highly
commended by all who saw it.
This production presented a different kind of challenge
to the Production team, crew and cast, and the
audiences were not disappointed. As always, there are
lessons to be learnt from a show, particularly when we
try something a bit different, and there are many
positives to carry forward to the next production. Into
The Woods has set a very high standard to follow and
the company is rising to this challenge with Joseph.
Congratulations and thank-you to all involved with Into
the Woods.

The Joseph Production team: Glenn Ross, Christine Skicko
and Penny-Lee Tomkins

Show Dates: November 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19,
23, 24, 25.

'The Wings'
Unfortunately we have had another break-in. The
Company will install security grills over all windows and
doors to deter these vandals.
Chris Ross has agreed to take on the role of cleaner,
but if you are using the venue, please tidy up after
yourself. If you take something into the hall, please take
it out again as Chris' role is to clean the hall itself, not
tidy up after us! Thanks Chris.
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Piano Trolley
Cattanachs have designed a trolley to transport the
piano from room to room and from 'The Wings' to the
theatre and other places as necessary. As the piano
can be played on its trolley, the OH&S issue of lifting
the piano will be addressed.

GAT Night
Saturday, 9th December at the Moe Town Hall. More
information closer to this date, but please put it into
your diary now.

The Hut

Social Stuff
Sunday, 10th December: Traralgon Races. There will
be a LTC marquee. BYO food and drinks.

Birthdays
As there has been a bit a gap between StageWrites,
some birthdays are now a little belated. Happy
Birthday anyway and hope your special day was a
fabulous one.
Maree Adams
Mitchell Cameron
Tahni Capp
Maria Chadwick
Kellie Collinson
Bill Degnan
Barbara Derham
Bernard Detering
Angeline Diamente
Joe Diamente
Jean Dougan
Lawrie Fildes
Jaz Flowers
Taylor Gane
Chloe Haesler
Dennis Hicks
Catherine Johnston
Tatjuana Kikuchi
Tania Lodge
Ann Maloney
Max Maloney
John Molden
Wayne Musgrove
Anne Pawley

Emily Raper
Ernie Rijs
Ballie Saunders
Gillian Smith
Kara Smith
Brooke Soutar
Bridie Tomkins
Penny-Lee Tomkins
Lynne Vandersalm
Jessie Waugh
Karen Witchell
Ashlea Vanyai

The Hut has been cleaned out in preparation for
Joseph. Big thanks to the small band who helped with
this task. John Hall has commenced construction of
the Joseph sets.

Congratulations
Well done to Jessie Waugh on receiving the Latrobe
City Engineering Scholarship. Jessie is a first year
student at Monash Uni and also has an Internship with
VicRoads.

Judy

(Vice President)

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE OF STAGEWRITE IS
OCTOBER 20
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